Elementary steps of proton translocation in the catalytic cycle of cytochrome oxidase.
Proton translocation in the catalytic cycle of cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) proceeds sequentially in a four-stroke manner. Every electron donated by cytochrome c drives the enzyme from one of four relatively stable intermediates to another, and each of these transitions is coupled to proton translocation across the membrane, and to uptake of another proton for production of water in the catalytic site. Using cytochrome c oxidase from Paracoccus denitrificans we have studied the kinetics of electron transfer and electric potential generation during several such transitions, two of which are reported here. The extent of electric potential generation during initial electron equilibration between CuA and heme a confirms that this reaction is not kinetically linked to vectorial proton transfer, whereas oxidation of heme a is kinetically coupled to the main proton translocation events during functioning of the proton pump. We find that the rates and amplitudes in multiphase heme a oxidation are different in the OH-->EH and PM-->F steps of the catalytic cycle, and that this is reflected in the kinetics of electric potential generation. We discuss this difference in terms of different driving forces and relate our results, and data from the literature, to proposed mechanisms of proton pumping in cytochrome c oxidase.